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The latest update of the popular pdf
toolbox extends functionalities to
make it more comprehensive and robust
pre-press tool.

Marketplace

From Written Off
to Protability

Kodak announces its return to protability
driven by improvements in income from
continuing operations.

Learning Curve

Production Printing

is Changing

Changing demographics and greater volumes
of information is forcing production
printers to outsource.
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THE THE
BEST*
LEGACY JUST GOT
CONTINUES BETTER

Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP
The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to
100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

Salient Features
100 PPM
Digital Color
Printing

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto 350 GSM

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

To Register For

Demo SMS "CANPP" to 575758

7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002 Ph.: 0124-4160000 Fax: 0124-4160011
www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 ( prefix your city code while calling)

210X290 mm

Supports Paper
Length Upto
762 MM
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We are fast approaching the GST implementation date and most of you
are concerned about the Tax, its impact on your business, the transition
process, and more such issues. We all in the printing fraternity, and in all
other industries too, are rightly concerned, but be assured your association
is doing all it can to help you transition to the new tax structure.
We both have already conducted one seminar each on GST sometime ago.
On June 16, BMPA arranged for another expert session on ‘GST: features
and provisions’ with special focus on the printing industry. The Association’s
panel consultant Pathik Shah made a detailed presentation and shared
helpful notes over the matter. The response to this session was tremendous.
In the coming weeks and months, it will be our sincere and focused effort
to extend as much hand holding as required by the fraternity and as must
possible by us. To begin with, please visit the downloads section on BMPA’s
website – www.bmpa.org – to access the two files on GST Report June
2017 and the presentation by Pathik Shah in the recent seminar. These
resources will most likely address your concerns on GST registration
formalities, HSN Codes, and Invoicing, and a few more. Your association
also intends to keep sending you updates and critical information, which
will be very helpful to you for the transition to GST. So keep an eye on new
emails from your association on this subject.
We, BMPA and MMS, will be following through our appeal to obtain price
revision at the AIFMP’s upcoming GC Meet in Udaipur on June 24 and 25.
We will appeal to AIFMP to further our cause for price increase by creating
awareness about the increase in input cost and other cost pressures.
MMS is going ahead with three Practical Knowledge Sharing Sessions
on GST to clear any doubts on its implementation. These sessions will be
conducted by Uday Dhote along with the GST expert CA Kiran Garkar at
MMS Secretariat on June 28, July 13 and July 27. These sessions will be
limited to 30 participants and will offer simple guided tour of GST structure
from invoicing to the filing of returns.
We also take this opportunity to have you – Members – keep your diary
free to join the annual members’ fellowship at High Point 2017 coming-up
on September 15 at The Club, Andheri. This is BMPA’s AGM and in the last
few years all of you have responded with a lot of enthusiasm. This year too,
we look forward to a large gathering at the AGM. Please block your diaries
for this event, and we will soon write to you more on this.
Best Wishes,

Consultant - Shripad Kulkarni (Ascharya Creative Communications)

Design: Dhote Offset Technokrafts Pvt. Ltd.
Tel.: +91 22 42389898 email: info@dhoteoffset.net
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Free your business with great
alternatives
Proprietary software applications maybe a good and
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After more than three and a half decades-long career in the print industry, veteran printer Kishor Surti retired this
May 31 from the service of Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai. He spoke with Print Bulletin to share his
experience.

Q1

Please tell us about your journey in the Municipal
Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM). How
and when did you join? What roles did you perform through
your three decades-long career in the organisation?
I graduated from the Government Institute of Printing
Technology (GIPT) in 1978. I worked at many organisations –
from Tata Press to a teaching job at Fr. Agnel in Bandra – before
applying for the post at MCGM in 1982. Since I worked with the
municipal corporation as the manager of the print set-up. Mind
you, it is a large set-up servicing many internal clients and some
external as well.

Q2

You worked with a public sector organisation.
What is your experience when you compare it
with your peers who worked in the private sector?
Contrary to the general public perception, working with a
public sector organisation has given me a great deal of freedom
to explore many things. It has also allowed me to shoulder a
wide range of professional responsibilities. A combination of
both these things opened many opportunities for me to expand
horizons – for my employer as well as myself as a professional.
Whether you work in the private sector or public sector, creating
opportunities and achieving professional growth remain the
common factors.

Q3

I am happy that my knowledge of the technology helped improve the press in
MCGM, and my managerial skills ensured that the people did not lose their jobs.

What is your advice to the generation next
entering your profession?

able to track and forecast changes in customer trends. Honesty is
an asset in any industry, however, in the print,
it plays a vital role. We are relatively a smaller
You see, our industry often neglected
industry, largely comprising of family-owned
professional education of the workforce.
businesses. Once the reputation is tarnished,
The good thing that I have observed over
We are relatively a smaller industry,
it is almost impossible to recover so being
the past few years is the positive change in
largely comprising of family-owned
honest is the only way to be successful.
this trend. Today, many a new entrants in
businesses.
Once
the
reputation
is
the industry are educated and possess the
Technology plays an important role in our
tarnished, it is almost impossible to
necessary professional skills. Education is a
industry so being aware of innovations and
recover so being honest is the only
must to start the career in the industry.
way to be successful.
the cutting-edge is crucial. It is also of great
importance because with the knowledge of
To sustain and be successful in the print
the technology, you can offer best solutions to
industry, however, one must be customeryour customers. Innovative customer solutions
focused, honest, and keep oneself updated
aren’t always about deploying the latest technology, but making
about the latest trends in the industry.
the best out of them so it is essential to know them well.
Our industry is driven by the customer demands. We must be
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Q4

You are a very technology
aware person. What makes
you so eager about knowing new
technologies and keeping yourself
updated?
It is important to keep oneself updated, be
it technologies or the business.

I hope you get my point: the
technologies only help you serve
the clients better so the focus must
be on the customer trends, however,
knowledge of the technologies help
you understand what is possible with
your business, now and in the future.

You see, before technology comes the
customer. One should be more eager to
know the customers and their needs.
Customer needs and demands keep
changing with times. They want the best you can offer them
that meets their demands or they will choose another printer. To
retain your customers and acquire the new ones, you must know
what they need and demand.
Technology comes into picture only if and when you know your
customer well.
I hope you get my point: the technologies only help you serve
the clients better so the focus must be on the customer trends,
however, knowledge of the technologies help you understand
what is possible with your business, now and in the future.

Q5

What role did your knowledge and passion for
cutting edge technology play in your work with

MCGM?

There are many occasions I recollect, when my knowledge and
honest efforts played their part. I will share one example from
my early days in MCGM.

You see, MCGM is a peculiar set-up for
me. We serviced the demands of many
departments – health, education, public
relations – to name a few. In those days,
up to early 90’s, we printed only the black
and white since our division’s inception in
1925.

When I joined in 1982, I was asked to
prepare a report about our division.
I honestly prepared the report,
recommending that we use the then latest
technology – phototypesetting – to improve our efficiency and
products. I was honest and genuine in recommending what was
best for MCGM, our employer. It was very well appreciated by
the seniors, and accepted by the then Commissioner.
My report, however, had great repercussions!
We had over 140 employees busy doing hand-compositions,
manual layouts, and many such jobs. They all thought that
the new-kid-on-the-block was there to take away their jobs. I
accepted the challenge to intermediate between the staff union
and the MCGM. I offered the staff to upgrade themselves with
the training in new technology to retain their jobs and suggested
the management to absorb the rest in different functions within
the organisation so they don’t lose their jobs. The solution was
acceptable to both, the staff union and the management.
I am happy that my knowledge of the technology helped
improve the press in MCGM, and my managerial skills ensured
that the people did not lose their jobs. I am proud that even
today about 23 of the then staff
members are in the service at the
MCGM press. And those, who were
shifted out of the press have retired
with full benefits, after serving their
full term of service in the municipal
corporation.
This was the toughest time early in
my career. I was an innocent young
boy, who wanted to put my best foot
forward by submitting an honest
report for my employer. Inadvertently,
I created a management crisis,
however, by taking on the
responsibility, and with the support
from the then Commissioner, I
successfully created a win-win

Mr Surti in his office during service
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solution. You can imagine how tough it must have been for me,
especially considering the fact that the staff union was led by a
tough union leader. Convincing him wasn’t easy.

in Mumbai, bring their students to our press to introduce new
technology. I think it is the biggest achievement of my career.
You see, it all started because I got the opportunities to learn
and acquire knowledge. BMPA, in a way, played a great role my
career in the industry.

This experience gave me the courage and the much needed
confidence to establish myself in
the organisation. Everybody in the
What are your plans for the
Corporation noticed that I had the courage
future? Would you still want
and honest confidence to bring about
to be associated with the industry?
positive changes in the organisation.
All the modernisation efforts were
Let me tell you, prior to MCGM, I began
applauded by the industry. GIPT
More recently, with digital revolution, we
my career in the industry as a lecturer. I
and SIES, the two primary institutes
embarked upon an innovative journey.
would love to share my knowledge with
of printing technology in Mumbai,
MCGM is heavily investing into digital
the students who are learning printing
bring their students to our press to
technologies – from paperless offices
introduce new technology. I think it is
technology at various institutes across
to digital forms, fillings and reporting.
the biggest achievement of my career.
Mumbai and Pune. I will request the
Through a report to the Commissioner,
principals to allow me a few interactions
I recommended that the digital work be
with the students.
given to the printing press. We worked
I believe, the mere theory and the bookish knowledge does not
with paper earlier, now the digital platforms have become our
work in any industry; it is especially true for the print industry.
medium. Updating ourselves with the new medium will not only
I am confident that the honest knowledge-sharing from an
sustain us as an industry, but will create new opportunities for
industry veteran like myself will benefit the students in their
our workforce.
studies as well as their careers.
How did you come in touch with BMPA? How did
I am also open to extend my services to the printing presses
it benefit you?
across the country. As an industry, we are in the dire need
You see, MCGM has a certain way of working. Whenever we
of skilled workforce, knowledgeable management, and the
submit a report to the Commissioner, it must be vetted and
introduction of the latest technology. I hope my knowledge will
supported by the external industry think-tanks. I used to attend
help some printers with their business.
BMPA lectures and seminars so I thought it was a good idea to
These two are my honest, and close-to-heart dreams.
rope in BMPA and the experts I met there during the lectures,
to improve and support of my reports. That’s how my close
What are the three key learnings from your
association with the BMPA began.
career?

Q7

Q6

I also roped in the professors from GIPT. They had great
knowledge that could be beneficial for us. On the other hand,
the professors and the students from the institute gained from
the exposure and the real-life insights into the industry.
Through my association with BMPA I met many maverick printindustry teachers. Kiran Prayagi is one of such people. It was the
BMPA and Mr Prayagi who suggested and recommended that I
attend Drupa to keep myself abreast of the latest in the printing
industry. Upon their recommendation, and with kind support
from the municipal commissioners, I could attend Drupa.
I also introduced cost accounting in the press. Being a public
sector unit, accountability was of utmost importance for us.
Many in the industry did not understand it back then, however,
we introduced it at the Corporation’s press. It improved our
performance with better insights into our costs, operations and
efficiencies.
All the modernisation efforts were applauded by the industry.
GIPT and SIES, the two primary institutes of printing technology

Q8

The first has to be the network of professionals from the
industry – from the press-owners, teachers, manufacturers to
the students. I joined the industry as a nobody; after 35 years of
service many people know me for my work and contribution to
the industry. I owe to this industry.
The second is the strong bond among the industry players.
Everybody knows everybody; even the smallest of your actions
are noted by the industry. Sooner or later, the industry will know
if you con, cheat or bluff. You have to be very alert and honest in
this industry. Only after the years of honest service that people
will vouch for you in this industry.
The changes in the industry are rapid, especially after the advent
of digital technologies. The rapid pace of changing customer
demands and the possibilities with the latest technologies
are overwhelming. That makes the skill up-gradation and
continuous learning all the more important for us as print
professionals.
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A secured package
The current age of security and brand protection, Smithers Pira forecasts that anti-counterfeiting, brand protection
and security packaging market will reach US$3.6 billion in 2022.
Diverse ongoing threats, new regulatory requirements for
life critical products, and technical evolution will fuel market
growth for anti- counterfeiting packaging technologies across
the next five years, according to exclusive new data from
Smithers Pira.
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The Future of AntiCounterfeiting, Brand
Protection and security Packaging Vii

Its new report, The Future of Anti-Counterfeiting, Brand
Protection and Security Packaging to 2022 Smithers’ forecasts
this global market will grow during the period 2017–2022
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.3%, to reach
US$3.6 billion in 2022.

SMITHERS PIRA

Market demands advance and intelligent packaging
Regulatory developments, will impact positively on this
market in developed economies across the next five years.
These include new obligatory labelling and use of tamper
evidence fixtures in the US and European Union for lifecritical products, such as food, beverages, pharmaceuticals
and industrial components. Other countries including China,
India, South Korea, Brazil, and Turkey have introduced
measures designed to tighten supply chain security for
the pharmaceuticals industry. Meanwhile the Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) from the World Health
Organization (WHO) will mandate the use of track-and-trace
systems.
“Track-and-trace is the largest technology group with a
projected market share of 37% in 2017, followed closely by
dedicated tamper evidence technologies with 34% of market
value. Track-and-trace technologies are forecast to grow
during the forecast period at the fastest rate. There will be
some decline in growth rates for physical components. But
the reason for this is that the vast majority of investments will
occur in equipment, software and management systems; as
there is a greater emphasis on printable security features and
codes.” Rudie Lion, the author of the report, adds, “Dedicated
tamper-evident technology is a mature market and is set
to grow at the slowest rate of the four major technologies
examined.”

Safe through long journeys
The problem has been compounded by the extension of
trade zones that make it easier for counterfeit goods to cross
international borders. As losses from counterfeit and stolen
goods continue to rise, technology suppliers are responding
to the supply chain security, product authentication and
loss prevention needs of retailers and brand owners with
more cost-effective and sophisticated brand protection
technologies. In response consumers, brands and enforcement
authorities are increasingly using mobile digital channels,
such as smartphones to authenticate genuine items.

FIND OUT ABOUT:
0

Volume/value data
for the 18 key brand
protection technologies
and region specific enduse forecasts

0

In-depth, expert
analysis of drivers and
barriers impacting
the brand protection
market

0

Portraits of national
markets combining
consumer, threat and
enforcement trends
to highlight hidden
market opportunities

Price: £3,950,
€4,750, $6,300

www.smitherspira.com/marketreports

WWW.SMITHERSPIRA.COM
return address: smithers Pira, Cleeve road, Leatherhead,
surrey, Kt22 7rU, UK

rePOrT SuMMAry
The global market for brand protection was valued at $1.71 billion in 2008, and is forecast to
reach $3.78 billion by 2018. This increase equals a global compound annual growth rate over the
10 years of 10.2%, with forecast CAGRs for the Middle East and Asia of 10.7% and just over 12.5%,
respectively. The Future of Anti-Counterfeiting, Brand Protection and Security Packaging
VII comprehensively reports on the brand protection industry’s present growth and market
trends over the next five years. Those involved with business investment, product development
and brand protection strategies will benefit from the insights into regional sector growth,
consumer trends, economic drivers and new applications.

FOr MOre inFOrMATiOn See inSide Or COnTACT:
Bill Allen (EU/Asia)
E ballen@smithers.com
T +44 (0)1372 802086
Heather Adams (N/S America)
E hadams@smithers.com T +1 207 781 9632

Food-packaging is critical for safety
Food is the largest end-use market for brand protection accounting
for a projected 38.8% market share in 2017. Industrial is the second
most important market, followed by other consumer goods. The
market for brand protection is forecast to register moderate growth
over the five-year period to 2022 across all six end-use markets
examined. Other consumer goods are forecast to grow at the fastest
rate, followed closely by pharmaceuticals and industrial.

How was the research conducted?
The Future of Anti-Counterfeiting, Brand Protection and Security
Packaging to 2022 uses a combination of qualitative, quantitative
and interpretive data. Given the secretive nature of the brand
protection industry and the integration of packaging and anticounterfeiting technologies, the information in this report was
developed using two approaches. First, extensive research was
conducted to determine the main reasons for brand owners deciding
to deploy brand protection technologies. Second, the annual budget
brand owners allocated to each of the drivers were measured,
estimated, and modelled. Results were then consolidated to produce
market forecasts by technology, end-use application, and region.
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The future is approaching
Pamex 2017 is approaching. Building on the immense success of 2015, the show by AIFMP portends bigger bang in
the upcoming edition.
Organized by All India Federation of Master Printers (AIFMP)
in association with Print-Packaging.com Private Limited,
Pamex 2017 is now only six months away. After the
humongous success in 2015, when the show was shifted to
Mumbai, Pamex 2017 promises to be bigger and better than
before.
“With about six months to go, we are already bigger than the
last edition. We are striving to get more companies on board
and will make all efforts to make Pamex as huge as possible,”
said Tushar Dhote, Chairperson of Pamex.

Chinese expertise joins to make it bigger, better than
ever
To that extent, Pamex has a tie-up with KVN Media, a Chinese
company who are the co-oragnisers of ‘All In Print’, China.
Their expertise in China’s Print industry is proving beneficial
for Pamex and a China Pavilion in excess of 1,000 sq.m. is
expected at the event. “With the Indian Printing Industry
becoming bigger with every passing year, we have more
Foreign Companies looking to expand their interests in India.
Pamex 2017 promises to showcase the very best the Printing
Industry has to offer,” said Mr Dhote.
The event is being marketed both, abroad and in India. Team
Pamex has participated in various Indian and International
events, including the LabelExpo India, Noidal; Drupa in
Dusseldorf, Germanyl; PrintPack India, Noida; Sino Corrugated
& Sino Folding Carton at Shanghai and China Print at Beijing
in China.

Live demonstrations allow visitors to see operating machines and the
product quality delivered by them. Line O Matic exhibit at Pamex 2015

Promoting Pamex 2017
The promotional campaign will kick off with an International
Media Week planned for the first week of August this year
in New Delhi. The first of its kind media event will witness
international media and associations from several Asian
and African countries rubbing shoulders with their Indian
counterparts. The Media Week will focus on the developments
in the Indian print industry and also provide an opportunity to
the exhibitors to announce to the world, new developments and
detailed plans for Pamex 2017.
Extensive promotion through road shows is planned to cover
over 50 grass-root towns in Maharashtra, Gujarat, Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and Uttar
Pradesh. At the regional level, promotional events are planned
in Pathankot, Lucknow, Indore, Ahmedabad, Bangalore and
Chennai. Pamex will also go International this year with events
in Colombo, Sri Lanka and Dhaka, Bangladesh.
“Online visitor registrations are going better than we expected
at this stage. In December, I had said we expect a 100%
increase in visitors at the show. It looks like we will surpass that
expectation,” said a confident Neetu Arora, Director of PrintPackaging.com (P) Ltd.
Pamex 2017 will be held between December 18 and 21, 2017
at Bombay Exhibition Centre, Goregaon, Mumbai. For more
information please visit www.pamex.in or send an email to
info@print-packaging.com

Ricoh attracted many visitors with a wide range of products
and innovative exhibit during Pamex 2015
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Innovation potential in services
and after-market
Print Bulletin brings to you an interview recorded by VDMA, Germany, with Martin Brandt, Managing Director of
BW Papersystems.
Established 150 years ago as E.C.H. Will, BW Papersystems
Hamburg (BWP) is now part of the international BW
Papersystems Group of Barry-Wehmiller Companies. In this
interview, Managing Director Martin Brandt explains why he

QDoes the BW Group retain the existing brands?

Our nine brands have established themselves over many
years. They serve different markets, technological segments and
regions. Giving them up would be disastrous.

QHow do the ranges offered by the brands differ?
Here in Hamburg, we develop and manufacture under
the WillPemcoBielomatik brand all the small format lines, i.e.,
cutting systems and packaging lines for copying paper. With
the acquisition of bielomatik, our offer was supplemented
with machines featuring smaller working widths. Furthermore,
our product range comprises large-format cutters in the highperformance segment, large-format packaging machines
and exercise book production lines. Our sister company
MarquipWardUnited, on the other hand, is active in the classic
fields of corrugating and large-format cutting lines for carton
and fine paper. Furthermore, the paper segment of our group
comprises the brands SHM, JAG Synchro, Kugler-Womako,
Wrapmatic and BW Bielomatik.

are the scopes of responsibility separated in
QHow
these grown structures?

sees the company`s future in printing and paper, which role
Print 4.0 plays in this connection and how the parent company
invigorates the corporate and innovation culture.

Brandt, could you please briefly introduce BW
QMr.
Papersystems Hamburg?
Of course. Just like our sister companies Pemco and KuglerWomako, our company, established 150 years ago as E.C.H Will,
was part of the Körber Group for many years. In 2014, all three
companies were taken over by Barry-Wehmiller Companies. In
total, this group comprises 90 companies worldwide. Nearly one
dozen of them are active in the printing and paper sector and
combined in BW Papersystems as a group and under a common
umbrella brand. Since 2015, the paper converting segment of
bielomatik is also included. In Hamburg, we have 200 members
of staff, healthy turnovers and a research and development
(R&D) budget that is, fortunately, higher than the 3% to 5.5%
level that is normal in machinery manufacturing.

14 | JUNE 2017

BWP is based on three product pillars, for the division of
which we use colours: Brown stands for all products in the
cardboard segment. White for our technology for the cutting
and converting of paper and carton. And blue comprises the full
paper converting range in the printing segment, i.e., exercise
books, spiral blocks and technology for photo-books and the
book-on-demand market. This is how we define the individual
scopes of responsibility. Furthermore, our parent company
contributes a lot of experience. It sharpens the profiles of its
approximately 90 subsidiaries and identifies synergies.

further advantages does your group
QWhich
structure offer?
We maintain very open communication and support each other
in innovations. The huge wealth of experience and the different
cultural perspectives are enriching. They open doors where
we would hit a wall as a single company. R&D are conducted
independently at all locations, but the group manages the
activities professionally. When an R&D project satisfies the
quality criteria, we pool the efforts and thus get our innovations
to the market faster. The innovative spirit of the BW Group
manifests itself, inter alia, in two rules: We are expected to make
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50% of our sales with products that are younger than four years.
And 70% of our engineering activities must be order-related,
of which 70% will be channelled to new developments. These
ambitious objectives encourage us enormously.

this possible in your traditional market – the
QIsprinting
and paper industry?
Yes, it is. We are and will remain firmly anchored in the printing
and paper industry. Of course, we had to adjust to the changing
conditions and are now smaller than 20 years ago. However,
the new installation business has established itself at a high
level. We do not expect sharp rises in growth. Instead, we see
potential in the after market and service sector: Expansions and
re-fittings of existing installations, spare parts supply and global
service.

QAre there any further R&D subjects?

We continuously improve our core know-how. Here in
Hamburg, we, inter alia, concentrate on cutting processes for all
kinds of material coming from rolls as well as sheet transport.
We have a special test laboratory so that our processing
technology keeps up with the changes in the world of materials.
We will definitely not run out of research topics.

do you tackle the subject of automation in
QHow
the paper converting market?
Paper converters need machines that work productively despite
frequent job changes. One focus is on the minimisation of
change-over times and format changes to allow, for instance,
change-overs from DIN to Japanese or American sizes on-the-fly.

Final question: What do you see when you think
go for digitisation and loose worksheets.
Q
QSchools
of BW Papersystems in 2030?
Do exercise books have a future?
As long as children learn to draw pictures and to write by hand,
I think there is little to worry about. For that, paper is the best
and most favourable medium – everybody who takes his first
steps with it, will use it again and again. Writing pads and
exercise books are in demand for the global spread of literacy.
This business segment is stable.

also changes the printing companies
QDigitisation
and paper converters. Is the demand in,
respectively, the Print 4.0 sector and Industrie 4.0 on
the rise?

Yes, it is. We have supplied remote maintenance systems and
manufacturing execution systems (MES) for many years. In
many large installations, we have responsibility for the full job
management. The demand will rise beyond the status quo:
Self-explaining machines for regions with a lack of skilled staff,
pro-active maintenance instructions, automated spare parts
ordering, etc. These have been subjects for us for many years.

The consistent change of perspectives, the global exchange
and innovation culture within Barry-Wehmiller Companies have
contributed to the dynamic development. Since our global
expert and service network is interlinked even closer, the
supply of spare parts is just a matter of hours or days. Service
technicians must fly around the world only in exceptional
cases. Our machines are self-explanatory so that our customers
can often remedy faults by themselves. We supply innovative
new equipment for the processing of the most varied types of
materials and offer versatile solutions for the modernisation of
existing machines.

About VDMA
VDMA (Verband Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau,
Mechanical Engineering Industry Association) represents over
3,200 mostly medium-sized companies in the capital goods
industry, making it the largest industry association in Europe.
It is divided into 37 trade associations and labour groups, with
liaison offices in Brazil, China, India, Iran, Japan, Russia and
Austria besides the offices in Germany.
Mechanical engineering is Germany’s
biggest industrial employer with more
than 1 million workers. It develops and
produces key technologies for the global
market. The export ratio is 77 percent.
With revenue of EUR 220 billion (2016), it
is one of the leading branches of industry
in Germany.

Source: This interview is published as it is
from the press release issued by VDMA.


Paper converters need machines that work
productively despite frequent job changes.
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Print Bulletin brings to you all the industry news and updates from India and across the world, through
quick-to-read news snippets.

MORE EFFICIENT WITH INVERCOTE
When the printers and converters, Art-in-Art switched to
Invercote, on the advice of Java Paper Group, for the production
of the Indian pharma giant Lupin Limited’s packaging for
its insulin product Lupisulin, the result was 15% production
efficiency without any new investment in the machinery or the
workforce.
Java Paper first suggested that Art-in-Art should trial Invercote
G 300 gsm. “When the trials were conducted, they found
Invercote much stiffer than the 300 gsm solid bleached sulphate
(SBS) boards from competition. Basis the advantage, they
chose Invercote G 260 gsm and it matched the stiffness of the
300 gsm SBS board,” reports Sagar Java of Java Paper Group.
Adequate stiffness despite the lower grammage that persuaded
Art-in-Art to consider Invercote.
Following several trials, the company chose Invercote based on
its good performance in four criteria: shade, foldability without

creases, runnability on the machine and dimensional stability.
The last-mentioned is crucial to the improved production
efficiency. “The dimensional stability of the converted Invercote
paperboard helped the cartonator lines run error free leading to
a 15% increase in efficiency,” Mr Java said.
Java Paper Group, a specialised supplier of high-quality paper
and paperboard, acts as intermediary between manufacturers,
printers, merchants and converters.

COSMO FILMS EXPANDS ITS RANGE OF DIRECT THERMAL PRINTABLES
Cosmo Films now offers an extended range of Direct Thermal
Printable (DTP) products. This would include standard DTP films,
top-coated DTP films, high temperatures DTP films and DTP
paper. Direct thermal printing is generally used for tagging and
labelling applications where elaborate printing is not required
and printing is done only for critical information like barcodes.
Direct Thermal printing does not require an ink ribbon for
printing, and the image/impression formation takes place simply

when coated substrate comes in contact with the print head of
the thermal printer.

Meant for meat
The company has just launched a biaxially oriented
polypropylene film-based (BOPP) top-coated direct thermal
printable film that is water and solvent resistant and can be
used for tough weather labelling such as deep freeze product
labelling, industrial bar coding, track &amp; trace and
logistics. The film can endure temperatures of -20 to
70 degrees. A high temperature resistance variety with
endurance level as high as 130 degrees is also being
offered. The product has been developed keeping
meat packaging and carcass tagging applications in
mind requiring relatively higher temperature process
parameters.

Solution for a range of applications
The company would now also offer direct thermal
printable paper in both top-coated and uncoated
varieties. top-coated variety would be well suited for
applications requiring water resistance.
Courtesy: Cosmo Films
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E gets closer to paper
In a recent press release, Japan Display Inc. announced the development of 600 ppi e-paper display, world’s highest
resolution e-paper so far. Is ‘E’ threatening the paper?
Higher resolution, improved graphic performance and better
rendering of images with greater greyscale depth is the key
to making e-paper displays competitive to the paper-based
products. Of course, besides the great convenience quotient of
the e-paper displays in terms of portability and power efficiency.

So what is e-paper?
E-paper is a reflective display with visual qualities equivalent to
traditional paper and the benefit of electronic updates. Unlike
the more conventional LCD, E-paper has a wide viewing angle,
low power consumption, and vivid images even in bright
sunlight.

What’s new?
Japan Display Inc. (JDI) recently announced the development
of the world’s highest resolution electronic paper, the first
collaborative achievement since the announcement of the
long-term strategic alliance with E Ink Holdings for the e-paper
business. JDI achieved resolutions of 400 ppi and 600 ppi,

with the new design;
allowing e-paper
products with higher
resolution, such as
WXGA and full high
definition displays,
similar to high-end
smartphones and highquality printing.
JDI’s goal in developing
its latest e-paper
backplane is for e-paper
to empower not only
high resolution and
battery-powered
devices such as e-books,
smartphons and tablets,
but also future devices
for the Internet-of-things

Nearly 30 times information on a panel
enables realistic and high-quality images
on e-paper displays. Image: JDI

(IoT). Through the partnership
with E Ink, JDI intends to
diversify its business scope
beyond its existing LCD market.
JDI displayed these e-paper
modules at The Society of
Information Display (SID) Display
Week, at the Los Angeles
Convention Center, between
May 23 and 25 in Los Angeles,
California, USA.

Source:
http://www.j-display.com/
english/news/2017/20170522.
html

Amazons’ Kindle e-reader led the
revolution of e-books and e-book
readers. In the recent years, however,
it is losing its ground. Will a
higher resolution display save the
technology? Or will it add value to
the existing LCD-based gadgets?
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VIBRANT & INNOVATIVE
PRINT SERVICES

Labour job facility
available for Printers & Canvassers
under One Roof with Inhouse C.T.P facilities
at Bhiwandi.
7 Colour Intradeck Heidlerberg 28 x 40 (Metpet, Plastic Sheets & Conventional)
Printing labour job capacity 1,00,000 sheets per day.
28 x 40 fully automatic Lamination machine with capacity of 1,20,000 sheets per day.
Window patching & Liner Pasting machine with capacity of 3,00,000 cartons per day.
Foil Liner (Pouch) making machine with capacity of 1,00,000 cartons per day.
Especially for Masala , Ghee, Oil, Tea & other edible items packaging.
Foil Stamping facilities also available.
WORK : D, GEBI INDL. PARK ,THANE - NASHIK RD
BHIWANDI, THANE - 421 302
OFF. : 102, SARITA - A, PRABHAT INDL. COMPLEX,
DAHISAR (E), MUMBAI - 400 068. INDIA
H.O. No.: 022 2897 1084/85

Email : admin@pentaaleonpackaging.com
Contact : Nikunj Parikh - 9687620367

Sagar Modi - 9029244201

8.25 x 11.7 inch
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FREE YOUR BUSINESS
WITH GREAT
ALTERNATIVES
Proprietary software applications maybe a good and efficient solution for
medium to large businesses, however, lesser-known yet free or cost-effective
alternatives open many opportunities for the owners of small businesses.
Proprietary software applications are a hot topic of debate
among personal computer users for many years. For business
users, however, the alternative software applications have
existed in the form of open source operating systems and
custom-designed application suites.

The early freedom

computing hardware we bought, the way we used it for various
purpose, and later the software companies dominated the
market making the computing hardware a somewhat ‘generic’
and software the necessary ‘commodity’.

A paradigm shift

In the early days of computers, between the 1950s and the
1980s, the computers and computer users relied on software
codes that were open and accessible to all. The users had
the permission and the freedom to use, edit and modify the
software application to suit their specific needs of computing.
The software was linked to the hardware, however, the software
did not restrict the user from customising it with appropriate
modifications.

This shift in the way software applications enabled us to
use computers, undoubtedly made computers, Internet and
communication technology more widely accessible to the
masses. The trade off: we lost the control over the use of the
computer as a whole. We don’t have the capability or the
permission to access the code of software applications to modify
them to our specific requirements such as working environment,
scale or the nature of the job.

The times changed when the software business models changed
and the proprietary software applications began to control the

This restriction meant that a lot of us were unhappy with the
limited interaction with our computing devices. This also meant

An acronym for GNU Image Manipulation Program, GIMP
is a freely distributed programme for such tasks as photo
retouching, image composition and image authoring. It
is a cross-platform image editor available for GNU/Linux,
OS X, Windows and more operating systems. It is a free
software, you can change its source code and distribute
your changes. Whether you are a graphic designer, a
photographer, an illustrator, or a scientist, GIMP provides
you with sophisticated tools to get your job done. You can
further enhance your productivity with GIMP thanks to
many customisation options and 3rd party plug-ins.
“Powerful and adaptable, GIMP is the best free Photoshop
alternative. With layers, masks, advanced filters, color
adjustment and transformations – all of which are fully
customizable – its feature set it unbeatable.” Cat Ellis
writes on her www.techradar.com blog, “One of GIMP’s best
features is its wealth of user-created plugins and scripts –
many of which come pre-installed and ready to use. Some
of these replicate popular Photoshop tools (such as Liquify),
and there’s a package of animation tools for bringing your
photos to live via blending and morphing. If all that isn’t
enough, you can even add Photoshop plugins to GIMP.”

To know more Adobe Photoshop alternatives, please
read Cat Ellis’ article at https://goo.gl/bapX12
Source: www.gimp.org and http://www.techradar.
com/news/the-best-free-photoshop-alternative
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LibreOffice office productivity suite includes office applications such as
word processor, spreadsheet editor, presentation editor, and database
application. It also gets a drawing application and a clip-art manager.
LibreOffice.org writes, “LibreOffice is compatible with a wide range
of document formats such as Microsoft® Word, Excel, PowerPoint and
Publisher. But LibreOffice goes much further with its native support for
a modern and open standard, the OpenDocument Format (ODF). With
LibreOffice, you have maximum control over your data and content –
and you can export your work in many different formats including
PDF.” LibreOffice suites strength is in clean and neat interface, featurerich default options, and it is expandable with an extensive choice of
extensions and templates.

that we had to choose and buy our software applications
from among the set options presented to us by the software
companies as packages. The software was commodified and the
companies could ‘lock us in’ the applications.

A collective effort for freedom
In the effort to free computing experience from the clutches
of the software application companies, many of us began to
explore options. That’s when the idea of ‘free’ software was
born. The independent software professionals wrote codes
and made them open to all. The widening net of Internet
opened the possibilities of collaborating with each other. The
open-to-all codes became the platforms for learned software
professionals and enthusiasts
to build applications with user
interfaces so the general users
could use them as alternatives
to the paid or the proprietary
software applications.
Linux-based operating
systems such as
Ubuntu, RedHat,
to name a few,
became popular
alternatives to the
Microsoft’s Windows
and Apples’ MacOS.
The Microsoft Office
suite of productivity
applications faced
competition from
OpenOffice, and more recently, from the Google’s cloudbased Docs.
As Wikipedia writes, “Free and open-source software
(FOSS) is computer software that can be classified as
both free software and open-source software. That is,
anyone is freely licensed to use, copy, study, and change

the software in any way, and the source code is openly shared
so that people are encouraged to voluntarily improve the design
of the software. This is in contrast to proprietary software,
where the software is under restrictive copyright and the source
code is usually hidden from the users.” In the recent times,
however, ‘free’ in the FOSS is interpreted as both, free as in freeof-charge and free as in freedom.
Going forward, many FOSS projects have become the basis
for more mainstream, proprietary yet extremely popular
applications. Google’s operating system, Android, is a opensource kernel based operating system open for limited
development.

Inkscape.org introduces the application as, “...a professional quality vector graphics
software which runs on Windows, Mac OS X and GNU/Linux. It is used by design
professionals and hobbyists worldwide, for creating a wide variety of graphics such as
illustrations, icons, logos, diagrams, maps and web graphics. Inkscape uses the W3C
open standard SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) as its native format, and is free and
open-source software.” The website adds, “Inkscape has sophisticated drawing tools
with capabilities comparable to Adobe Illustrator, CorelDRAW and Xara Xtreme. It can
import and export various file formats, including SVG, AI, EPS, PDF, PS and PNG. It has a
comprehensive feature set, a simple interface, multi-lingual support and is designed to
be extensible; users can customize Inkscape’s functionality with add-ons.”
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“Since its humble beginning in the spring of 2001,
Scribus has evolved into one of the premier Open Source
desktop applications. Encouraged by professionals and
beginners alike, the Scribus Team, with support from a
large and growing number of enthusiastic contributors
from all over the world, is dedicated to develop and
improve “one of the most powerful and useful opensource projects out there” (TechRepublic).” The official
website for Scribus, www.scribus.net writes about the
application, “Underneath a user-friendly interface,
Scribus supports professional publishing features, such
as CMYK colors, spot colors, ICC color management and
versatile PDF creation. Scribus has many unexpected
touches, such as powerful vector drawing tools,
support for a huge number of file types via import/
export filters, emulation of color blindness or the
rendering of markup languages like LaTeX or Lilypond
inside Scribus. The Scribus file format is XML-based
and open. Unlike proprietary binary file formats, even
damaged documents can be recovered with a simple
text editor – sometimes a challenging …”
Scribus’ versatile abilities are put to test by many
professionals and design agencies from across the
world by designing books, technical manuals, and
even simple packaging with this desktop publishing
application.

“The benefits of using FOSS can include decreasing software
costs, increasing security and stability (especially in regard to
malware), protecting privacy, and giving users more control over
their own hardware,” writes Wikipedia.

Why is this gyaan relevant for me?
Many printers, designers, and professionals amongst us are
not in the big league. All of us face the pressure of ever rising
input cost in our businesses. FOSS adoption, business-wide
or in limited scope, will enable us to save costs on our IT
infrastructure.
Micro and small presses can most certainly rely on Linuxbased free and/or open source operating systems such as
Ubuntu, Kubunt, Mint, or RedHat. Small, medium or even large
businesses can completely rely on the power of the alternative
office suites such as LibreOffice, OpenOffice, Google’s Docs,
Mobi Systems’ OfficeSuite, and many more.
Many press-owners can save costs with FOSS design and
graphic software applications available. GIMP is an excellent
image editing tool as customisable and powerful as Adobe’s
Photoshop. Inkscape provides an excellent alternative to Adobe’s
Illustrator and InDesign to a great extent. Inkscape can edit
vectors, and allow users to make layouts. Scribus, though less
popular and less flexible than the rest of the design applications,
offers best solutions for desktop publishing projects. And, unlike
the early days of these software applications, they can access
and export content, making it easy to collaborate with the
users of Adobe and other proprietary software applications. For
example, one can simply open or import .ai files into Inkscape
and access, edit, and save them in the native file format or in .ai
format. Cross-platform or cross-application collaboration is very
much possible with these alternative software applications.

MobiSystem’s OfficeSuite and OfficeSuite Pro offer excellent and pocketfriendly applications for office productivity for mobile and smatphone
platforms such as Windows PC, Android and iOS. The mobile office productivity
suite offers Full compatibility with all popular formats including doc, docx,
docm, xls, xlsx, xlsm, ppt, pptx, pps, ppsx, pptm and ppsm. It also supports
common formats like OpenDocument (odt, ods and odp), rtf, csv, and the
compressed file format - zip.

In the second part of this article, we shall interact with
various professionals, businesses, and ardent users of FOSS to
understand their experience and the important features of FOSS
applications that offer potential benefits to our business.
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What are the benefits of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST)?
GST is an indirect tax that will subsume a range of indirect taxes
that apply on various goods and services. The present indirect
tax structure in India has five constituents: 1] Excise Duty;
2] Service Tax; 3] Sales Tax, Value Added Tax (VAT), and the
Central Sales Tax (CST); 4] Customs Duty; and 5] Entry Tax and
Entertainment Tax.
The Excise Duty, Service Tax, Countervailing Duty, CST, VAT, Entry
Tax, Octroi and Local Body Tax, and Luxury and Entertainment
Tax will be subsumed under GST.
The GST, a single, multi-rate tax across the nation, will offer
several benefits to the taxpayers and the consumers.
• A simple tax system
• Mitigate the cascading or double tax-effect
• Seamless flow of input credit
• No C Form, F Form and H Forms
• Easy movement of goods from one state to another
• Offers conceptual clarity between goods and services

first, in 1954. Only a few countries – Canada and Brazil, among
them – have dual GST structure; India adopts its structure from
Canada.
Following table presents some interesting and amusing facts
about GST in four countries.
New Zealand Canada Australia Thailand
Year of Introduction

1986

1991

2000

1992

Model of GST

Single

Dual

Single

Dual

Standard GST rate

15%

5-15%

10%

7%

GDP growth after the
implementation of GST

Yes

No

No

No

Did inflation fall after GST?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Did the tax to GDP ratio increase?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The GST is a supply-based tax. What does it mean?
What is supply of goods and services?
Unlike the present tax regime, which is focused on
manufacturing, the GST will be based on the supply of goods
and services.

Please note, however, that the Property Tax, Stamp Duty, and
Custom Duty will not be subsumed under the GST. The local
authorities such as municipal corporations and Panchayats will
retain their right to levy local taxes within their jurisdiction.
Also, the tax on Alcohol, Excise Duties and other CESS on the
petroleum products and the tax on electricity will continue.

The definition of supply under GST includes sale, transfer, barter,
exchange, lease and disposal of goods and services. The supply
is taxable, if;

Besides India, what other countries have GST?

3. Supply is for consideration, and

Over 160 countries have implemented GST, including the
developed and developing economies. France implemented it

4. Supply is in course of furtherance of business.
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1. Supply is by a taxable person,
2. Supply is in taxable territory,

The supply is defined to be of two types: intra-state and interstate.

WITH GST
BMPA and Kotak Mahindra Bank
presented an expert session on ‘GST:
features and provisions’ with CA and
tax-lawyer, Pathik Shah of B.P. Shah
and Company. Print Bulletin brings to
you the gist of this session in a Q&A
format.

It must be noted that under the reverse charge, tax liability
is upon the registered taxpayer for all the purchases of the
unregistered supplier. For example, if a GST taxpayer purchases
stationery supplies from a local stationery supplier who is not
registered (for having business turnover of less than r20 lac,
for example), then the applicable GST on all supplies from the
supplier must be paid by the purchaser. The tax input credit
maybe claimed by the purchaser in the following month.
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What is the composition scheme?
The composition scheme is available as an option only for
businesses dealing in goods (manufacturers and traders) and
restaurant sector taxpayers, under the following conditions:
1. The turnover is less than r50 lacs
2. It is PAN (permanent account number) linked
3. No tax collection is authorised
4. No input tax credit (ITC) is allowed
5. Only intra-state sales

Based on the type of supply, the GST structure is devised:
1. Intra-state – State GST (SGST) and Centre GST (CGST)
2. Intra-Union Territory – Union Territory GST (UGST) and CGST
3. Inter-state – Integrated GST (IGST)

How do I register for GST? Why?
Every person is required to take a registration in each state of
supply if the total turnover is over r20 lac (over r10 lacs for the
North-Eastern States).

The minimum prescribed rate of tax under the composition
scheme are:
• Manufacturer – 1% of the turnover
• Trader – 0.5% of the turnover
• Restaurants – 2.5% of the turnover

What is the procedure to file returns under the GST
regime?
• GSTR-1: File on the 10th of the following month. Share the
details of sales

The turnover is the sum of taxable supplies, inter-state supplies,
exempt supplies and the export of goods and/or services.
GST registration is required to collect tax and pass on the tax
credit, claim tax input credit and claim it against the payment
of tax. The registration under the GST is also required for the
present taxpayers of the VAT and Service Tax to carry forward
claim the tax credits, if any, in the GST regime.
Once registered a GST Registration Number (GSTIN) will be given
to each taxpayer, which must be used on the invoices and while
interacting with the GST portal – GST Network.

What are the GST slabs or tiers?
Rate

Goods and Services

Zero

Essential goods and services, such as, food
items, medicines, government services, etc.

Merit Rate –
5% or 12%

Precious metals, semi-essential goods and
services, and may be, government-funded
infrastructure projects.

Standard Rate
– 18%

A large majority of goods and services.

De-merit Rate
– 28%

Tobacco products and other such de-merit
goods and services.

Pathik Shah, CA and tax-lawyer from B.P. Shah & Company
was the expert speaker for the BMPA-Kotak Mahindra Bank
expert session on GST: features and provisions.
The expert session on GST was interactive, with over an hour
dedicated to the questions of the participants. The participants
asked over 50 questions on various topics and issues related
to GST. The participants asked over 50 questions on various
topics and issues related to GST.
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• GSTR-2: File on the 15th of the following month. Share the
details of purchase

2. the document for procurement of such goods is
available

• GSTR-3: Monthly return on the 20th of the following month.
Late filing of the monthly return will attract the penalty of
r100/- per day, maximum of r5,000/-.

3. the stock of goods on which the credit is availed is so
stored that it can be easily identified by the registered
person.

• GSTR-4: Quarterly return; applicable for composition dealers
only. To be filed on the 18th of the month following the
quarter.
• GSTR-9: Annual return to be filed by the December 31 of the
next year.

What are the GST transitional provisions?
The GST is a great leap forward from the current tax regime. It is
a more technology-based tax regime. Therefore, to aid smooth
transition from the current tax regime to the GST, Transitional
Rules are made by the Government. The salient features of the
transition rules are as under:
1. Person/s entitled to take transition credit will have to
submit a declaration within 90 days (up to September 30)
specifying the credit one wants to take on the stocks as on
June 30, 2017.
2. Declaration will have to be submitted in form GST Tran-1.
3. Commissioner can extend the submission timeline by
another 90 days.
4. In case of capital goods, whose part credit was availed in
the current period and part credit is to be availed under GST,
will have to submit the declaration specifying: the amount
of credit availed under the current law; and the amount of
credit yet to be availed under the existing law, and which
the person intends to avail under GST.
5. Persons having Excise invoices for the stocks lying with them
as on June 30, 2017 will be entitled to take full credit on
Excise mentioned in the invoices.
6. Deemed credit: Persons, who do not have excise invoice,
will be eligible to take credit in the following manner;
1. For goods taxable at rate 18% or above, the credit
shall be allowed at the rate of 60% of CGST payable
on the goods; thus, if the rate is 18%, the credit will be
availed at rate 5.4%, the 60% of the 9% of CGST.
2. For goods other than the mentioned above, credit shall
be allowed at the rate of 40% of CGST payable on the
goods. If the rate is 12% then the credit available will
be at rate 2.4%, the 40% of the 6% CGST.
7. Credit in the Deemed credit scheme will be available only
once the said goods are sold and the GST is paid. It is
similar to a cash-back scheme.
8. To avail credit under Deemed credit, following conditions
must be fulfilled:
1. such goods were not unconditionally exempt from
Excise
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9. Deemed credit scheme will go on for six months from GST
implementation date. The stocks as on June 30, 2017, thus,
will have to be sold on or before December 31, 2017. Then
after, no credit will be available on the unsold goods from
the stock.
10. Separate return under GST Tran-2 will have to be filed.
11. Every person to whom the provisions of section 141
(job worker) apply shall, within 90 days of the GST
implementation, submit a declaration electronically in
form GST Tran-1, specifying therein, the stock held on the
appointed day.

What is the recommended invoice format for the GST?
The invoice should contain the following information:
• The GSTIN of the supplier
• Name and Address of the supplier
• Serial number of the invoice; the serial numbers must be
maintained correctly.
• Date of invoice
• The details of the receiver or the billed-to party must capture
name, address, state, state code and the GSTIN.
• If the goods are shipped to a different address than the
address of the receiver, the details of consignee or the
shipped-to party must capture name, address, state, state
code and the GSTIN of the consignee or the shipment
receiving party.
Each invoice must have an original copy for the buyer, a
duplicate copy for the transporter, and a triplicate copy retained
with the supplier.

What is the input tax credit mechanism?
The order of credit utilisation shall be as under:
Credit of CGST

Credit of SGST

Credit of IGST

CGST Liability

SGST Liability

IGST Liability

IGST Liability

IGST Liability

CGST Liability

X

X

SGST Liability

Cross-utilisation of credit of CGST/UGST and SGST shall not be
allowed; the CGST/UGST and SGST credits maybe used against
the CGST/UGST and SGST liabilities. CGST/UGST cannot be used
to for the payment of SGST liabilities.
The amount of credit of CGST/UGST and SGST utilised for the
payment of IGST shall be aggregated and distributed.
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The IGST credit maybe used against the liabilities of CGST/UGST
and SGST as well.
ITC is allowed up to the October 20 on the next financial year or
furnishing of relevant annual return (December 31), whichever
is earlier. ITC can be utilised at any point of time. If the payment
is not made within the 180 days, then ITC to be reversed, pay
interest, and take re-credit on payment.
The availability of credit may be compared as following in the
Centra VAT under Excise and the GST regime.
The current tax
regime

Under GST

Allowance of
credit when
supplier does
not make tax
payment and
file return/s

CenVAT credit
was allowed to
the buyer when
supplier does not
make payment of
the tax

ITC will not be allowed to
the buyer if the supplier
does not make payment
of GST collected from the
buyer and file the return/s

Matching of
invoices

No such provision
under CenVAT
credit rules

ITC will be allowed to
buyer only when the
outward return of supplier
(GSTR-1) matches with the
inward return (GSTR-2) of
the buyer

Input tax credit is not admissible on:
• Motor vehicles purchased for the individuals
• Food and beverages
• Outdoor catering

The event partner and India’s premier private sector
bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank offered some great products
and solutions to the audience in a brief presentation by
Nipun Malik, West Zone Head – Priority Banking at Kotak
Mahindra Bank.
He presented and explained in detail some innovative and
client-friendly business and retail solutions that the bank
offers to its customers. Payment and fund management
solutions were the most attractive for the audience,
besides some of the Forex solutions.

• Rent-a-cab services
• Construction/renovation of any business premises
• Goods lost, stolen, destroyed or written off
• Any tax paid due to the confiscation of goods by the officer

What are the important things I must do for a
successful and smooth switch from current tax to the
GST regime?
• Ensure that all the eligible credits available under Excise/VAT
are filed in the last return before June 30.
• The books of accounts reconcile with the returns filed.
• All invoices/supporting documents are properly maintained.
• Reconciliation of stocks lying at all locations, including the
job-workers.
• Ensure that all invoices are received and the payments are
made before the cut-off date to avail credit.

• Assess the impact of GST on business and make necessary
adjustments.
• Train your staff well and prepare your organisation for GST.

Where can I get more information about GST?
BMPA will host one more session on GST in a short time. Until
then, you will receive regular email updates on your registered
email.
As for now, to download the presentation made by Pathik Shah
on June 16, please follow the link: https://goo.gl/fwfjqt
You can also write to BMPA with your queries; you will receive
an answer within 72 hours from the expert associated to BMPA.
Feel free to write an email to: office@bmpa.org
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TIME IS MONEY.
MAKE MORE OF BOTH.

EFITM Packaging Suite

Automate your way to bigger profits with the most advanced estimating and
scheduling workflow solution to hit digital package printing.

Automate success at efi.com

LET US BE THE FUEL

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services. EFI, FabriVU, Fiery, the Fiery logo, and VUTEk are trademarks of Electronics For
Imaging, Inc. and/or its wholly owned subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. ©2017 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Safer ride with a printed sensor
A simple, cost effective piece of electronics will make tyre-wear monitoring easier, and our rides safer. The
solution: a printed patch of electronics that will monitor the health of the tyre.
There are tyre pressure monitors readily available in the market
as an after-market accessory. But there aren’t any on-line devices
to tell us about the wear and tear of the tyres our vehicles ride
on. Electrical engineers at Duke University have invented an
inexpensive printed sensor that can monitor the tread of car
tyres in real time, warning drivers when the rubber meeting the
road has grown dangerously thin.
If adopted, the device will increase safety, improve vehicle
performance and reduce fuel consumption. The group hopes
that the tyre wear sensor will be the first of many that could
disrupt the US$2 billion tyre and wheel control sensor market.
“With all of the technology and sensors that are in today’s
cars, it’s kind of crazy to think that there’s almost no data
being gathered from the only part of the vehicle that is actually
touching the road,” said Aaron Franklin, Associate Professor of
electrical and computer engineering at Duke. “Our tyre tread
sensor is the perfect marriage between high-end technology and
a simple solution.”

How does it work?
The sensor is placed on the inside of the tyre, where the tyre
wall and tread interferes with an electric field that arcs between
two electrodes. That interference can be measured to determine
the thickness of the rubber with millimetre accuracy.
The technology relies on the well-understood mechanics of how
electric fields interact with metallic conductors. The core of the
sensor is formed by placing two small, electrically conductive
electrodes very close to each other. By applying an oscillating
electrical voltage to one and grounding the other, an electric
field forms between the electrodes.

What about printing these sensors?
While the sensor could be made from a variety of materials and

methods, the best results were obtained by printing electrodes
made of metallic carbon nanotubes on a flexible polyimide film.
Besides providing the best results, the metallic carbon nanotubes
are durable enough to survive the harsh environment inside a
tyre.
The
sensors
can be
printed
on most
anything
using an
aerosol
jet printer
– even
on the
inside of
the tyres

An illustration of how the novel tread sensor works. The sensor
is placed on the inside of the tyre, where the tyre wall and
tread interferes with an electric field that arcs between two
electrodes. That interference can be measured to determine
the thickness of the rubber with millimeter accuracy.

themselves. And, while it is not yet certain that direct printing
will be the best manufacturing approach, whatever approach is
ultimately used, Mr Franklin said the sensors should cost far less
than a penny apiece once they’re being made in quantity.
The group also wants to explore other automotive applications
for the printed sensors, such as keeping tabs on the thickness of
brake pads or the air pressure within tyres. This is consistent with
a key trend in the automotive sector toward using embedded
nano-sensors.
“This setup could be used with just about anything that isn’t
metallic or too thick,” said Mr Franklin. “Right now we’re focusing
on tyres, but really anything you’d rather not have to cut apart to
determine its thickness could be monitored by this technology in
real time.”

Source: http://pratt.duke.edu/about/news/treadsensor

A demonstration of the printed carbon nanotubes on a flexible
surface. The prototype tyre tread sensor (middle) is flanked by the
logos of Duke University and Fetch Automotive Design Group.
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Climate and pressroom
interaction
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled, FAQ-format articles by K. Panthala Selvan,
an UGRA certified expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman
Academy for Print Education and Resources.
Part 1: The climate and paper
The situation in paper production and printing industry
In modern production facilities, paper intended for sheet
offset printing is prepared at a relative humidity of 50%,
with a deviation tolerance of 5%. The papers intended for
web offset printing have similar or slightly lower humidity
values, depending on the quality. These humidity properties
are continuously monitored at all stages of the production
process. Additionally, in order to keep the paper in optimal
condition for the subsequent printing process, it is wrapped in
special packaging material that protects it from the changes
in the environment. How the paper, or more specifically
the fibre, would react to climatic circumstances at the
printer’s or the binder’s facilities or at the location of the end
consumer, however, is a matter beyond the control of a paper
manufacturer.

The situation in printing and finishing industry
There are a few climate-linked problems in printing and
finishing, therefore, climatic conditions pose a greater challenge
for the printers and converters when the problems such as
dot doubling, mis-registering, creasing or curling occur during
the print-production process. Obviously, the likelihood of such
problems in the print-production is greater in seasons with
extreme weather conditions such as the peak of summers
and the winters, and the high humidity periods during the
monsoons. At such times, improper handling, prematurely
unwrapping the paper from the packaging, the use of the paper
that is too cold or the unfavourable conditions at a facility may
have disastrous impact on the flatness and runnability of the
paper.

What is weather and climate?
When we use the term weather, we actually mean the
atmospheric conditions at a certain location at a specific point
in time. The concept of climate, however, is slightly more
complex. It refers to the long-term weather conditions or
weather situation in a certain region in terms of temperature, air
humidity, air pressure, precipitation, wind direction and windforce, cloudiness, and sun-hours.
Interior climate is a term used for the air condition in rooms,
partially or completely shutting off people and equipment, from
the influence of outside climate conditions. The interior climate
– the climatic condition of the immediately surrounding air – is
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decisive not only for human comfort, but also for the course
of production processes and for the condition of stored goods
sensitive to temperature and humidity.
In this respect, there is obviously a big difference between
conditioned and non-conditioned locations. A non-conditioned
location is a room or a workshop where climatic conditions are
not artificially controlled. At a conditioned location, the climatic
conditions are controlled by the means of heating, humidifying,
and re-moisturising. In the case of non-conditioned locations,
the influence from the outside conditions is stronger compared
to the conditioned locations.
In the conditioned locations, heated during the winter months,
but not air-conditioned, relative air humidity is the reverse of
outside air humidity. When the heating is on, during winter,
inside air humidity is at a minimum. During the summers,
however, it reaches the maximum levels.
Finally, there are the climatic conditions in the immediate
vicinity of an object, in our case a reel of paper or a stack of
sheets. Here, the term surrounding climate is sometimes used.

What is air temperature?
Air temperature is a unit for measuring the warmth of the air,
or, technically speaking, a unit for measuring the energy of gas
molecules – nitrogen and oxygen.
When air absorbs heat energy, the air temperature rises. The
molecules accelerate and the air volume expands.

What is air humidity?
Air always contains a certain amount of moisture or humidity
in the form of vapour. There are two types of air humidity: the
absolute moisture content and the relative humidity.
The absolute moisture content is the mass of vapour in a given
volume of air. In other words, it is the amount of moisture,
measured in grams, in a cubic meter of air. In terms of printing
practice, absolute moisture content is of minor significance,
since it does not take into account one vitally important climatic
component – the temperature.
Condensation point temperature is the point when the humid air
cools down to a certain point and the moisture it contains starts
to condense. It is one of the variables used in measuring relative
air humidity.
At a given temperature, air can contain only a specific amount
of moisture in the form of vapour. The higher the temperature,

Depending on paper type, the
level of moisture content can
influence the general properties
of a paper. For instance in terms
of its tensile strength, folding
resistance and surface smoothness.
In general, however, the issues
mentioned only lead to processing
problems under exceptionally
adverse conditions. Image source:
ECH Will under CC 3.0 license.

the more moisture it can absorb. Air is called saturated when it
has absorbed the maximum amount of moisture it can contain at
a specific temperature. Relative humidity, then, is the proportion
of absolute moisture content in relation to the highest possible
moisture content at a given temperature
Since maximum moisture content is temperature dependent,
temperature is one of the elements that determine relative
humidity. Relative air humidity can be calculated on the basis
of room temperature and absolute moisture content. Reversely,
absolute moisture content can be calculated on the basis of
relative humidity.

Humidity of materials
Porous materials like paper contain moisture in the form of
vapour in the larger pores and in liquid form in the minute
capillaries of the paper structure. As with air, the humidity of
materials can be defined in two different ways:
The absolute moisture content
Humidity measured in percentages is the proportion of moisture
inside the paper, in relation to the mass of the material. In paper
production, absolute moisture content is commonly used as a
unit for measurements and control, but in printing and finishing,
it hardly ever enters into the equation.
The humidity balance
Porous materials like paper aspire to an equilibrium a
balance between their own humidity and the humidity of the
surrounding air. This accounts for the balance in humidity that
will always exist between the humidity of the air separating
individual sheets of paper in a stack and the humidity of the
paper itself. Humidity balance, then, is the relation between
the humidity of a material and the humidity of the surrounding
air. As long as both values are balanced, the paper will not
absorb moisture, nor will it exude moisture. But when there is
a difference in humidity levels, the paper will adapt itself to the
humidity of the surrounding air by either absorbing or exuding
moisture.

What is the influence of interior climate on paper
flatness
The influence of air humidity
Particularly serious problems occur in offset printing when the
paper has certain deformations, either in the form of wavy
edges or tight edges. The reason why these phenomena cause
so much trouble, is the full contact between blanket cylinder
and impression cylinder in the printing zone, where these
deformations can lead to dot doubling, mis-registering and
creasing.
Wavy edges occur when the humidity of the sheets of paper
in the stack is below that of the surrounding air, in other
words, when excessively dry paper is subjected to average, but
inevitably higher air humidity, or when normally humid paper is
subjected to extremely high air humidity. This will predominantly
be the case during the hot and humid months of summer in
non-conditioned warehouses and printing shops, or when
dampproof wrapping is not used during transport or storage in
humid conditions. On the other hand, if, during winter, too cold
and already unpacked paper is introduced into the warm air of
the printing shop, the surrounding air temperature will sharply
drop, thus causing a sudden rise in air humidity. In both cases,
the edges of the sheets will absorb moisture, making them swell
in relation to the centre of the sheets. The result is wavy edges.
Tight edges occur when sheets of normally humid paper
are subjected to exceedingly dry air humidity. In this case,
moisture is absorbed from the edges of the sheets, which, as
a result, shrink in relation to the centre. This will mainly occur
during winter, when the relative air humidity in heated, nonconditioned or non-humidified working spaces can drop to levels
as low as 20 % of the normal values. Normally, dampproof
wrapping provides efficient protection against humidity
influences. Obviously, to be able to offer such protection, the
wrapping must be completely intact.
Deviations in humidity balance of up to 5% in either direction do
not lead to wavy edge or tight edge effects. At a difference in
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relative humidity of 8% to 10%, however, the situation quickly
becomes critical.
The influence of interior temperature
Temperature has only minor effects on stack humidity.
Nevertheless, temperature remains an issue to reckon with,
since it is one of the elements determining relative air humidity.
This means that, in case of an observed difference in stack
temperature and room temperature, the paper should remain
wrapped in its damp-proof packaging until this difference
in temperature has been balanced out. The time this takes,
will vary in individual cases, dependent on the extent of the
temperature difference and the size of the stack. The figure to
the right contains general guidelines.
One thing to keep in mind is that different types of paper have
different properties of heat conductivity. Hence, temperature
balancing times can also vary with different paper types.
The influence of humidity on curling tendency of the paper
The tendency to curl is closely connected to fluctuations in
humidity. Curling is caused by the paper fibres expanding and
shrinking in the cross direction When paper is moistened on one
side, the fibres expand in one direction, causing the paper to curl
toward the dry side. As soon as a balance in humidity within
the paper structure has been restored, the effect is cancelled out
unless this is prevented by an uneven fibre distribution.
The influence of stack humidity and temperature on ink
drying

Exceedingly high humidity balance of the paper stack can
lead to significant extension of ink drying times. Experience
shows that stack humidities of up to 60% do not cause drying
times to significantly go up. Above 60%, however, the effect is
pronounced indeed, in some cases leading to drying periods
three times as long as normal.
Extended drying times can also occur when the stack of printed
paper is too cold. When printed paper is temporarily stored in a
cold room (temperature dropping from 25 to 5 °C), the ink will
take 10 to 15 hours longer to dry.

Part 2: The relation between climate and technical
printing problems
Vegetable fibres are the primary raw material for paper, and
these fibres are sensitive to moisture. Depending on the
humidity of the surrounding air, they either absorb or exude
moisture.
The extent to which paper contains moisture, is largely the result
of the raw materials used, but the way these raw materials have
been prepared in the pulping process also has an effect. If the
fibres have been intensively beaten, their surface size will have
increased, and this, in turn, increases their capacity to absorb
moisture.
Mineral fillers, such as Calcium carbonate and Kaolin, are
not actively involved in any processes of moisture exchange.
Therefore, papers with a large proportion of fillers contain less
moisture than papers with low quantities of fillers or no fillers
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Though the manufacturing and packaging processes maintain stringent quality control of the paper manufacturers, how the paper, or more specifically
the fibre, would react to climatic circumstances at the printer’s or the binder’s facilities or at the location of the end consumer, however, is a matter
beyond the control of a paper manufacturer. Image source: http://www.paperonline.org/paper-making/paper-production/papermaking
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LEARNING CURVE

at all. Sizing (the application of a glue layer) has no significant
effect on moisture content.
Depending on paper type, the level of moisture content can
influence the general properties of a paper. For instance in
terms of its tensile strength, folding resistance and surface
smoothness. In general, however, the issues mentioned only
lead to processing problems under exceptionally adverse
conditions. This is very different in the case of two other
common phenomena that do cause serious problems: static
charge and dimension variations. Both can have a negative
impact on the runnability of the paper, thus leading to misregistering and other disturbances of the printing process.

Dimension variations
Depending on relative air humidity, the fibres contained in
the paper either absorb or exude moisture, causing them
to swell or to shrink. In other words, the shape of the fibre
changes, significantly so in the cross direction, much less in
the machine direction. On top of this, during the process of
paper production, the fibres orient themselves in the machine
direction (the run direction of the wire). The combined effect of
these two phenomena inherent to the production of paper, is
that dimension variations are far more pronounced in the cross
direction of the paper than in the machine direction.
Different types of paper can show swelling levels of 0.1 % to
0.3 % in machine direction, as opposed to 0.3% to 0.7% in
cross direction. These are values that in the practice of printing
will never be reached, but they can be measured in tests of
moisture-induced expanding according to DIN / ISO 8226-1.
These tests show that a change in relative air humidity of 10%
causes the paper to ‘grow’ in a proportion of 0.1% to 0.2%
across the width. This means that a paper of 100 cm across,
will expand up to 1 to 2 mm – a change in dimension that will
definitely lead to printing problems such as mis-registering.
Fortunately, most printers are aware of the issue, and take these
dimension variations into account during pre-press and actual
print run. Apart from that, the problem of mis-registering caused
by absorption of moisture has to a great extent been solved
by technical innovations such as moisturising installations,
‘low-fount’ offset plates, the addition of alcohol to the fountain
solution and, last but not least, increased printing speeds
significantly reducing the ‘dwell time’ of the paper in the
printing press.

Static charge
Another problem that occurs from time to time, is sheets of
paper ‘sticking’ together. In most cases, this is due to static
charges, primarily produced by friction, direct contact with other
materials and sudden separation. Static charges most commonly
occur when exceedingly dry paper is processed in conditions of
low air humidity. A level of 40% to 32% humidity appears to
be the critical bottom limit, both for the paper itself and for the
relative humidity of the air in the workshop.
Static charges, causing sheets to stick together, can result in
multiple sheets being fed into the press at the same time. Static

charges can also make the cushion of air, separating two sheets
in the delivery, dissolve too quickly, thus causing ink from the
printed side of one sheet to set off onto the unprinted side of the
next one.

How to control static charge?
Today, moisturising installations are used in practically every
paper processing environment. Most of these installations
are fully automatic or semi-automatic and require little or
no maintenance. Particularly during winter, when relative air
humidity can drop to very low levels, moisturising installations
help to create optimal conditions in storage rooms and
workshops. The basic design is the same in all cases: a series
of spray nozzles, operating on compressed air and spreading
a thin mist of water. The installation automatically maintains
the required air humidity according to a set range of humidity
values.

Measuring interior temperature and room humidity
The usability of values in a diagram, describing, for instance,
development of relative humidity with changing temperatures,
is completely dependent on the accuracy of the measurements
taken. The thermometers should be used which indicate half
degrees and (approximations of) tenths of degrees. Exact
temperature measurements are relatively easy and effortless, but
the same cannot be said for measurements of absolute moisture
content or relative humidity.
The practical problem with these measurements is that very
small quantities of moisture have to be measured with very
high accuracy. The temperature of around 20°C, an increase in
moisture content of no more than 2 g/m3 produces a rise in air
humidity of no less than 10%.

Measuring the humidity balance of the paper
In contrast to measurements of the ‘absolute’ moisture content
of printing papers, determining humidity balance is common
practice in the printing and finishing industry. Humidity balance
is a unit indicating the extent of equilibrium between relative
humidity of paper and surrounding air. As long as these two
levels of humidity are balanced, the paper will not absorb or
exude moisture, which means that, in this state of humidity
balance, no changes occur in the moisture determined (for
instance, dimensional) properties of the paper. To determine
the relative humidity or humidity balance of paper, changes
are measured in the behaviour of objects or materials which
measurably react to moisture.

Learn more from PAPER
The knowledge partner for this series of articles is Pressman Academy,
a Chennai-based print consultancy with a service centre in Mumbai.
Pressman Academy for Print Education and Resources or PAPER is popular
for press calibration, pressroom standardisation, designing workflow,
implementing quality check process, conducting seminars, conducting
on-site teaching sessions for operators and more. The Academy also
maintains a technical WhatsApp group – Print Quality Techniques. To join
the group send request to pressmansolutions@gmail.com or WhatsApp
to 9962 247 365.
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PUN INTENDED

Vishful Thinking
In this column, our industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents his
tongue-in-cheek view of the recent political news.

A double U-turn by the Congress VP
Congress leader, Sandeep Dixit called Indian Army Chief gali ka
gunda (local goon) and compared him to the General Reginald
Dyer who ordered Jallianwala Bagh massacre in Amritsar in
the British era. Mr Dixit was reprimanded by the Congress Vice
President, Rahul Gandhi, who conveniently ignored the fact that
earlier this year, he himself had termed the surgical strikes by
Indian Army as khoon ka badla. After supporting the surgical
strike at first, he had taken a U-Turn realising the mood of the
nation. Is the party leader vishful, in thinking that people will
forget his earlier stance, by making a statement against the
wrong doing of one of his colleagues?

Mamta hijacked the cow
Mamta Banerjee, the Trinamool Congress supremo, would never
want to approve what the Centre advises, nor support what
the ruling party promotes. Though she did not subscribe to the
gorakshaks (the cow protectors) or the Central Government rules
prohibiting the cow sale in the animal markets, she distributed
cows to poor farmers. She justified the move as it would help the
farmers supplement their income. A vishful thinking, in adopting
to a step recommended by the ruling party with a twist.

Bakra kaun?
Recently you all must have read the news of a hungry goat,
eating away some r60,000/- worth of currency notes. How would
the hungry goat know the value of currency? Food is supreme
for the goat. A radio jockey recommended that the goat be a
politician, as politicians are good at eating money. He also had
the vishful humour to ask, at the end of it all, who was the real
bakra? – the goat or the owner of the currency?

(RSS) and the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP),” Rahul Gandhi recently
admitted in Chennai at the celebration of 94th birthday of
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) stalwart, M Karunanidhi.
Is he really vishful (as he himself claimed), in seeking divine
inspiration in fighting the election winning machine, that is the
BJP?

Maharaja for sale
.“Privatising Air India will affirm Modi’s position as an economic
reformer,” read Economic Times on June 19. In the past, as
reported by the newspapers, ministers have established air
routes through Air India and then close the same, only to
be handed over to the private airlines. After planning an
acquisition of 111 aircrafts for r70,000 crore despite the poor
financial health, are they now vishful of undoing the damage
caused by the earlier government?

Vishful mingling
Vijay Mallya, the fugitive, was seen in his trademark white coat
and later seen with commentator and former Indian batsman,
Sunil Gavaskar at the ICC Champions Trophy cricket match
in London a few days ago. As the pictures showed up in the
media, Mallya had the Champions Trophy lanyards – a stadium
pass as well as the pitch pass. Later he was also seen at a party
hosted by the Indian cricketers. It was believed that the hosts,
the Indian cricket team left the party after they say the fugitive
in the party. Is Mr Mallya, vishful of legitimising his presence
in London by being seen at such occasions and with such
dignitaries?

The divine
intervention
.“Nowadays I
am studying
the
Upanishads, the
Vedas and the Gita since I am
fighting the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
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ITK’S INDIA

NO MOR PLEASE...
Iqbal Kherodawala of Printline Reproductions holds a mirror up to us with his to-the-fact, yet
hilarious articles about our ‘typically Indian’ habits.
For someone who has been following my articles and my
enjoyment of the ‘quirky Indian’, the first shock would be the
title of this article. My friends will realise that either I have lost
my sense of English, or I have suddenly become ‘Americanised’
with their sudden drop of last syllables, or more probably, I have
been in too much of a hurry to complete the titles (which could
be one of the more acceptable reasons, since this article has
been rushed to the press on the last day).

our Yoga and converted it to Namaaz, and they seem fitter and
practice real ‘Shavaasana’ better than the majority of the local
brethren. It was irritating to discover that the western world
copied our bare-breasted maidens of ancient India and proudly
declared feminine liberation, calling us backward. It was nasty
to discover that the Persians ran away with the Peacock Throne,
and the British took away our Kohinoor, leaving behind another
Kohinoor, Pappu, the great heir.

The Mor happening Mors

What’s most troublesome is that our current breed of rightleaning scientists just did not discover this most amazing bit of
information about this brilliant scientific fact. The learned judge,
with his keen eye for such nationally-important information, has
saved our scientists this ignominy. We would have hated it if any
other country had chanced upon this piece of wisdom before
us and discovered that their kangaroos carry condoms inside
their pouches, or that their Penguins dance because this is the
only way to keep their equipment mobile and active in sub-zero
temperatures. Thanks to our wise judge, we can now proclaim to
have discovered knowledge that is even more vital than having
the power to launch the Fatboy rocket which propelled the fourtonne heavy-weight satellite in space.

The fact isn’t anything of the above! It’s just that, in my search
of the quirky Indian, I have finally stumbled upon the quirkiest
of them all. Let me introduce him to you. This is the man who
dispensed justice to all and sundry for all his active life, and just
when he was being pushed out of the active life, he was pushed
to the brink of sanity. He is a learned judge who loves Mor, and
decided ‘no mor’ of ignorance. He announced that, ‘the tears of
Mor are less of tears and mor of a virile substance which breeds
mor of Mors!’
Enough of play on words. This wonderful civilisation, this cradle
of Takshashila, Nalanda, and Vikramashila that must have
churned out bright and learned graduates during their glorious
days never really prepared this country for the knowledge and
wisdom of the modern day judges whose information about sex
and procreation is ‘Mor-tifyingSo what is this profound wisdom
which India seriously lacked for so long. Our learned judge has
declared that our national bird, the aforementioned ‘Mor’, needs
no use of the basic equipment required to breed lots of baby
Mors, and simply sheds tears of disappointment. These tears are
then lapped up by the as-usual-sympathetic-wifey of our Mor,
and lo-and-behold, she becomes pregnant with more of tiny
Mors.

The Mor the merrier
With due respect to our country and its sympathetic leanings
during recent times towards the wonderfully creative dug-out
scientific facts, this one surely takes the cake. It was humorous
to hear of planes having been discovered by ancient Indians and
the anger at the Wright Brothers having taken the credit. It was
sad to hear that it was actually Shushruta who invented surgery
and credit for which was taken away by the marauding Greeks
who left Unani medicine and hijacked our surgical expertise. It
was equally troublesome to accept that the Muslims took away

Mor and Mor viral
This bit of interesting information of course galvanised the entire
nation. For people who had just battled demonetisation, farmer
suicides, low demand due to impending GST (Goods and Services
Tax), this entertaining knowledge put WhatsApp users in a tizzy.
Stand-up comedians suddenly found filling an hour of their stage
presence so easy; newspaper cartoonists found their fingers
tiring from drawing so many feathers of a peacock; fencesitters enjoyed arguing about the pros and cons of pea-sperm;
politicians as usual had a field day declaring that they knew
about this celibate habits of this brahmanical bird and that’s why
it’s our national bird; humorists went into orgasms coining puns
on Pea-cocks, and so on and so forth.
The only creature who felt short-changed was the poor Cow that
had suddenly been pushed out of the prime-time headlines for a
few days until the ground dried up where the national bird stood.
Our quirkiness over the ejections from the nether regions of our
favourite animals will help us tide over the next few months until
another luminary discovers another nugget.
Until then, yeh dil mange Mor... Mor such gems. Adios.
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